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Scharffenberger brut 
andersen valley

Vanilla cream character producing  
a round and full-bodied wine with  

caramel and hazel notes 
12

Gamble rose 
napa valley  

A beautiful expression of napa valley rose, 
delicate salmon pink appearance, with 
intriguing aromas of red berry, orange 

blossom, honeydew and guava  
12

Acacia chardonnay 
napa valley  

A delicate wine with great elegance and 
complexity. The enticing aromas are 

scented with white lady peach, jonathan 
apple, white flower and honeycomb  

13

Au Contraire pinot gris 
healdsburg  

Au contraire exemplifies layers of ripeness, 
varying fruit, acidity and structure. The 
wines has layers of floral notes that are 

accented by citrus and spice   
8

Markham sauvignon blanc  
napa valley  

A decidedly juicy texture brings pineapple, 
grapefruit and honeydew notes on the 

palate together with the brightness  
of kiwi fruit flavors   

8

Cuvaison pinot noir   
carneros  

Brimming with bright strawberry, raspberry 
and fresh cherry flavors made more 

intriguing with a subtle hint of allspice, 
persimmon and vanilla   

16

Girard old vine zinfandel    
napa valley  

Grapes sourced from calistoga and napa 
produce aromas of raspberry and  

cherry, accompanied by warm spice  
and vanilla bean   

13

Franciscan cabernet sauvignon     
napa valley  

Deep garnet with a lovely plum nose and 
rich fruit with layers of complexity. Hints 

of licorice, vanilla, blackberry, tobacco, and 
leather envelop the fruit   

14
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Cali Coast kolsch 
calicraft, walnut creek

This inventive ale-lager hybrid has  
yeast from cologne, malt from cologne  

and hops from the us and europe.  
Golden and refreshing 

8

Drakes  ipa 
drakes brewing, san leandro 

West coast interpretation of an ipa.  
Copper-colored from additions of light 

Crystal malt, and body-building Caramalt, 
carry the malt weight of this hop bomb  

8

Nooner pilsner 
sierra nevada, chico  

A california take on a traditional german 
style pilsner. Easy drinking, yet packed with 

spicy and floral whole-cone hops 
8

Breaking Bud ipa 
knee deep, auburn  

A classic ipa with newer tropical fruit hop 
flavors and aromas of mosaic, creating 

layers of mango, passion fruit,  
pine and dank    

8

El Sully lager  
21st amendment, san francisco  

A light, refreshing, mexican style lager    
8

Go West ipa  
anchor brewing, san francisco 

This brew pours bright, clear golden color 
with light tan head, has strong tropical and 
citrus fruit aromas balanced by the spiky 

freshness of pine needles 
8

Little Sumpin’ Sumpin’ ale  
lagunitas, petaluma  

A hoppy pale wheat ale that is great  
for ipa fans but so smooth that the 

hefeweizen fans dig it too   
8

Aliciella Bitter spiced     
magnolia, san francisco 

Aliciella is an English style golden ale  
made with yarrow, rose hips, sage  

and honeysuckle  
8
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